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SUBARU and BELL Celebrate Bell 412EPI Sale for Nagano Prefecture
Firefighting Department in Japan
Bell has signed a purchase agreement with Subaru Corporation for a Bell 412EPI helicopter. The

aircraft will be operated by Nagano Prefecture Firefighting Department for firefighting, disaster

relief and emergency response missions in Japan.

Bell has a robust relationship with Subaru in Japan. With over 1500 aircraft
delivered since 1952, together, we remain one of the strongest vertical lift
supplier in the country. The Bell 412EPI remains a staple in this part of the
world with multiple prefectures continuing to operate the aircraft for public
services and life-saving missions. We look forward to a bright future with
Subaru, supporting the UH-X program and bringing the new Bell 412EPX to
market.
— said Jacinto Monge, Bell Managing Director for North Asia.

PGA of America and Bell Announce Helicopter Program for the 101st PGA
Championship at Bethpage Black
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The partnership between Bell and the 2019 PGA Championship will offer an unparalleled flight

program that will transport key stakeholders -- including C-Suite executives, corporate

hospitality clients and PGA Officials – from multiple sites in Manhattan and surrounding New

York Metro corporate centers to/from an on-site landing zone located at Bethpage State Park,

just minutes from the PGA Championship.

Bell is proud to provide aircraft to services like Zip Aviation and BLADE who
give customers precious time back when traveling. We are excited to offer
customers attending the PGA Championship at Bethpage Black a one-of-a-
kind experience and raise the bar for air travel in one of the world’s most
popular corporate helicopters, the Bell 429.
— said Susan Griffin, executive vice president of Commercial Sales, Bell

Bell Grows Bell 505 and Bell 407GXi Sales in Africa with Three New
Purchase Agreements
Bell has signed three purchase agreements for one Bell 505s and one Bell 407GXi helicopter in

Africa. The Bell 407GXi and one Bell 505 signed with Bell Independent Representative,

National Airways Corporation (NAC), will be operated in South Africa and the additional Bell

505 signed with Bell Independent Representative, Africair will be the first aircraft of its type to

be delivered in Ethiopia.



First BELL 407GXI Delivered in China
Bell announced today the delivery of the first Bell 407GXi to Xi’an based operator Shaanxi

Helicopter (SHC). The Chinese operator SHC ordered 100 Bell 407s in 2017 to create an air

medical services and public safety network in China.

We are thrilled to be delivering our most advanced Bell 407 model to our
Chinese customers. The Bell 407GXi’s increased performance is ideal for air
medical services. It brings advanced capabilities that will benefit the people of
China with better quality of life and healthcare services.
— said Jacinto Monge, managing director for Bell North Asia 

The Bell 407GXi received type certification from the China Aviation Administration of China

(CAAC) in February 2019.



Reignwood Star Becomes BELL 505 Authorized Maintenance Center
Today, Reignwood Star General Aviation has been appointed as a Bell Authorized Maintenance

Center (AMC) for the Bell 505. The new Bell 505 AMC located at the Reignwood Beijing Miyun

Airport will be the first in China.

We are committed to the safety of helicopter operations in China and are
building capability to bring training, award-winning services, maintenance
repair and overhaul solutions locally. We will continue to share our know-how
in China to better service our growing customer base.
— said Michael Reagan, director for Bell Global Services

Reignwood operates the largest Bell helicopter fleet in China, comprising of five Bell 505s,

eleven Bell 407s, five Bell 429s and three Bell 206s.



ABOUT BELL

Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the experience of
flight – and where it can take us.

We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and to certify a commercial helicopter. We were
aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today, we’re defining the
future of on-demand mobility.

Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have strategic locations
around the globe. And with nearly one quarter of our workforce having served, helping our military achieve their
missions is a passion of ours.

Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver exceptional experiences to our customers. Efficiently. Reliably.
And always, with safety at the forefront.

About Textron Inc.

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial and
finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known around the
world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming,
E-Z-GO, Greenlee, Textron Off Road, Arctic Cat, Textron Systems, and TRU Simulation + Training. For more
information, visit: www.textron.com.

http://www.textron.com/


Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements which may project revenues or describe
strategies, goals, outlook or other non-historical matters; these statements speak only as of the date on which
they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual
results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including, but not
limited to, changes in aircraft delivery schedules or cancellations or deferrals of orders; our ability to keep pace
with our competitors in the introduction of new products and upgrades with features and technologies desired by
our customers; changes in government regulations or policies on the export and import of our products; volatility
in the global economy or changes in worldwide political conditions that adversely impact demand for our
products; volatility in interest rates or foreign exchange rates; and risks related to our international business,
including establishing and maintaining facilities in locations around the world and relying on joint venture partners,
subcontractors, suppliers, representatives, consultants and other business partners in connection with
international business, including in emerging market countries.
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